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Abstract. In this case study, we used the Plural tool to verify the design
of a commercial multi-task threaded application (MTTS) implemented
by Novabase, which has been used for massively parallelising computa-
tional tasks. The effort undertaken in this case study has revealed several
issues related with the design of the MTTS, with programming practices
used in its implementation, and with domain specific properties of the
MTTS. This case study has also provided insight on how the analy-
sis done by the Plural tool can be improved. The Plural tool performs
lightweight verification of Java programs. Plural specification language
combines typestates and access permissions, backed by Linear Logic. The
Plural specifications we wrote for the MTTS are based on its code, its
informal documentation, sometimes embedded in the code, and our dis-
cussions with Novabase’s engineers, who validated our understanding of
the MTTS application.
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1 Introduction

Hardware engineers and chip manufacturers are currently developing even big-
ger multi-core processors to develop desktops that will be massively parallel
within the next few years. To take advantage of this new parallel technology,
computer scientists are working on the development of programming languages
and programming paradigms that exploit the massively parallel power provided
by the (future) hardware. As an example of this, the Æminium research project
is working in the development of a platform [16] that allows programmers to
write concurrent-by-default programs and that supports massive parallelism.
Æminium platform is under development and its evolution has been greatly
influenced by the Plural tool [14], its predecessor. Plural provides support to
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typestates and access permissions. Typestates define protocols on finite state
machines [17]. Access permissions are abstractions describing how objects are
accessed. For instance, a Unique access permission describes the case when a
sole reference to a particular object exists, and a Shared access permission mod-
els the case when an object is accessed by multiple references. Access permissions
are inspired by Girard’s Linear Logic [11], hence, they can be used as part of
specifications, and can be produced and consumed.

For this case study, we used the Plural tool for the specification and verifi-
cation of a multi-task threaded server (MTTS), implemented by Novabase [13],
which has extensively used for massively parallelising the processing of com-
putational tasks. The MTTS has historically been a robust and reliable core
application. The MTTS is part of several software applications used by Nov-
abase’s clientele, e.g. it is used in the financial sector to parallelise the archiving
and processing of documents. MTTS has been implemented in Java. It utilises
queues to store tasks, which are executed by a pool of threads.

Our goals for the case study included verifying the design of a massively
parallel application, determining how well the Plural tool works on a complex
commercial application - what kinds of specifications and code can and cannot
be analysed by Plural. This case study further allowed us to make a list of desir-
able properties and features the Plural tool (and Æminium, its successor) must
implement to become a more powerful and usable lightweight verification tool.
The process of verifying MTTS with Plural revealed a series of issues related
with good programming practises and with design decisions made in the imple-
mentation of the MTTS. These issues would not have been revealed otherwise,
e.g. through direct code inspection. Furthermore, the specification we wrote can
be used by Novabase to generate a collection of documents describing the be-
haviour of the MTTS, and the use of an automated tool like Plural increases
our confidence on the correctness of the specifications. This documentation can
be used to resolve differences between members of the quality assurance team
of Novabase, their programmers, or any of those and Novabase’ clientele itself,
regarding the expected behaviour of the MTTS. The Plural specifications we
wrote for the MTTS are based on our understanding of the MTTS application,
built from direct inspection of its code and from our discussions with Novabase’s
engineers, who validated our understanding.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the following, we present
some related work. Section 2 introduces the specification language used by Plural
(access permissions and typestates), and describes how verification is performed
with the Plural tool. Section 3 presents the structure of the MTTS application.
Section 4 presents the specification of the MTTS application and shows miscel-
laneous aspects of the verification of the MTTS with Plural. Section 4 includes
a discussion on the limitations of the analysis performed by Plural and how we
overcame these limitations. This discussion includes a list of desirable features
regarding the analysis done by Plural. Section 5 discusses our current work on
the implementation of some of these features.



Related Work. In previous work [8], we used JML to specify an electronic
purse application written in the Java Card dialect of Java. JML is a behavioural
interface specification language for Java [12]. Typestates can be regarded as
JML abstract variables and, therefore, JML tools can be used to simulate the
typestate verification of specifications. However, JML does not provide support
for the reasoning about access permissions and JML’s support for concurrency
is rather limited. The work presented here is more complex than the work in [8],
as it involves reasoning on concurrency properties of a system.

The Plural group has conducted several case studies on the use of typestates
to verify Java I/O stream libraries [3] and Java database libraries [4]. The case
studies show that Plural can effectively be used to check violation of APIs pro-
tocols. The case study presented in this paper takes a further step in considering
a large commercial application with about fifty Java classes.

In [10], Robert DeLine and Manuel Fähndrich use the Fugue protocol checker
on a relatively large .Net web based application. Likewise Plural, Fugue provides
support to typestate verification, however, it does not provide support to access
permissions. In [9], the Vault programming language is used to describe resource
management protocols. Protocols can specify that certain operations must be
performed in a certain order and that certain operations must be performed
before accessing a given data object. The technique has been used on the interface
between the Windows kernel and its device drivers.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Plural Specification Language

Plural specification language combines typestates and access permissions specifi-
cations. Typestates define protocols on finite state machines [17]. Access permis-
sions are abstract definitions on the capability of a method to access a particular
state [3, 5]. Plural uses access permissions to keep track of the various references
to a particular object, and to check the types of accesses these references have.
Accesses can be reading and writing (modifying). Plural provides support to
five types of access permissions, namely, Unique, Share, Immutable, Full,
and Pure. Figure 1 presents a taxonomy of how different access permissions can
coexist, e.g. Full access to a referenced object allows the existence of any other
reference with Pure access to the same referenced object.

– Unique(x). It guarantees that reference x is the sole reference to the ref-
erenced object. No other reference exists, so x has exclusive reading and
modifying (writing) access to the object.

– Full(x). It provides reference x with reading and modifying access to the
referenced object. Additionally, it allows other references to the object (called
aliases) to exist and to read from it, but not to modify it.

– Share(x). Its definition is similar to the definition of Full(x), except that
other references to the object can further modify it.



This reference Other references

Unique ∅
Full Pure

Share Share, Pure
Pure Full, Share, Pure, Immutable

Immutable Pure, Immutable

Current permission Access through
read/write read-only other permission

Unique - none
Full Immutable read-only
Share Pure read/write

Fig. 1. Simultaneous access permissions taxonomy [3]

– Pure(x). It provides reference x with reading-only access to the referenced
object. It further allows the existence of other references to the same object
with read-only access or read-and-modify access.

– Immutable(x). It provides x and any other existing reference to the same
referenced object with non-modifying access (read-only) to the referenced
object. An Immutable permission guarantees that all other existing refer-
ences to the referenced object are also immutable permissions.

Access permissions are inspired by Girard’s Linear Logic [11], hence, they
can be used, produced and consumed. In Plural, typestates are declared with
the aid of the @ClassStates clause. Method specifications are written with the
aid of the @Perm clause, composed of a “requires” part, describing the re-
sources required by a method to be executed, and an “ensures” part, describing
the resources generated after method execution. So, the Linear Logic formula
P −−◦ Q is written as @Perm(requires=“P”, ensures=“Q”). The semantics of
the operator ⊗ of Linear Logic, which denotes simultaneous occurrence of re-
sources, is captured by the operator “*”. P and Q above are specifications such
as Unique(x) in A * Full(y) in B, which requires (ensures) that reference “x”
has Unique permission to its referenced object, which should be in state A, and
simultaneously requires (ensures) that “y” has Full permission to its referenced
object, which should be in state B. The semantics of the additive conjunction
operator “&” of Linear Logic, which represents the alternate occurrence of re-
sources, is captured by the use of a @Cases specification, the decision of which
is made according to a required resource in one of its @Perm specifications.
The additive disjunction operator ⊕ of Linear Logic is modelled by the use of
a @Cases specification, the decision of which is made according to an ensured
resource by one of its @Perm.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of specification with Plural taken from the
case study. Class Task models a generic processing task in the MTTS. The inter-
nal information about the task is stored in an object “data” of type MttsTask-



@ClassStates ({
@State (name = ‘ ‘Created’’ , inv = ‘ ‘ data == null ’’ ) ,
@State (name = ‘ ‘Ready’’ , inv = ‘ ‘ data != null ’’ ) ,
@State (name = ‘ ‘Running’’ , inv = ‘ ‘ data != null ’’ ) ,
@State (name = ‘ ‘Finished ’’ , inv = ‘ ‘ data == null ’’ )
})
public Task implements AbstractTask {

private MttsTaskDataX data ;

@Perm( ensure s = ‘ ‘Unique( this ) in Created’’ )
public Task ( ) { . . . }

@Perm( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in Created ∗ #0 != null ’’ ,
ensure s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in Ready’’ )

public void setData (MttsTaskDataX data ) { . . . }

@Perm( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in Ready’’ ,
ensure s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in Finished ’’ )

public void execute ( ) throws Exception { . . . }
}

Fig. 2. Example of a specification for a generic task

DataX. We identify four possible typestates a task can be, namely, Created,
Ready, Running, and Finished. The state Created is the initial state of any
task. This uniqueness property is enforced by the class constructor. A task is in
state Ready once it has been given some data to be run. It is in state Run-
ning when it is running, and it is in state Finished when it has been executed
and the task data has been consumed. The constructor of class Task creates a
Unique object that is initially in state Created. Method “setData()” requires
this to have Full permission on its referenced object, which should be in state
Created, and simultaneously requires that its first parameter is different than
null. The operator “*” combines several specifications. Expression “#i” stands
for the parameter number “i+1” of a method. Method “execute()” requires this
to have Full permission and to be in state Ready, and ensures that this will
have Full permission on its referenced object, which will be in state Finished.
Additionally (not shown in this example), in Plural, the clause @Cases allows
the annotation of several @Perm specifications for a method.

2.2 Checking Programs with Plural

Plural is a typestate specification and checker tool, implemented as a plug-in
of Eclipse [14]. The Plural tool takes a Java program annotated with Plural
specifications and checks whether the program complies with its specifications.
Plural performs several types of program analysis, e.g. fractional analysis (influ-
enced by Boyland’s work in [6]), hence, access permissions can be split in several
more relaxed permissions and then joined back again to form more restrictive
permissions. Plural has also a simple effects-analyser that checks if a particular
method has side-effects, and an annotation analysis tool that checks whether
annotations are well-formed.

Plural employs a packing and unpacking object mechanism that is used to
transition objects into valid states in which invariants can be checked. Plural
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Fig. 3. The server package.

implementation of the packing and unpacking mechanism has been influenced
by the work of M. Barnett and al. in [2]. Hence, Plural packs receiver objects
to some state before methods are called. This ensures that objects are seen in
consistent states during method calls.

3 General Outline of the MTTS Application

The MTTS is the core of a task distribution server that is used to run tasks over
different execution threads. The core is used in the financial sector to process
bank checks in parallel with time bound limits. MTTS’ implementation is general
in the sense that it makes no assumptions on the nature of the running tasks.
The MTTS organises tasks through queues and schedules threads to execute the
task queues. Tasks are stored in databases.

The MTTS is a typical client server application, which is divided into 3 main
components, namely, TaskRegistration, RemoteOperationControl and QueueM-
anager. MTTS’ clients use the TaskRegistration component to register tasks.
This component stores the registered tasks in a database. The QueueMan-
ager component implements some working threads that fetch and execute tasks.
The RemoteOperationControl component is used to monitor and to control the
progress of the tasks. Every queue implements a mutex manager algorithm to
synchronise tasks.

Implementation of the MTTS. The MTTS is composed of three main pack-
ages, namely, mtts-api, il and server. The structure of the server Package is
shown in Figure 3. The mtts-api package models tasks and queues. Class Task
implements tasks and QueueInfo implements queues. Class IMutexImp in the il
(intelligent lock) package implements a mutex algorithm to synchronise tasks,
and class MutexManager creates and destroys locks. Lock status and statistics
are implemented in classes IMutexStatus and IMutexStatistics respectively.



The server package is the main package of the MTTS application and uses
features implemented by the other packages. The server package implements
code that fetches tasks from the database and distributes them through differ-
ent threads. Class ServerWrapper runs the server as a system service and Class
MttsServer implements the basic functionality to start and stop the server. Class
TaskCreator and class QueueManager create tasks and manage queues respec-
tively. Class RemoteTaskRegistration provides an interface to remotely register
tasks and class RemoteOperationControl provides an interface to clients to re-
motely view the progress of tasks. Class ThreadPool keeps a list of class Exe-
cutionThread objects that execute running threads. Class DBConnection imple-
ments the basic features to communicate with database.

4 Specification and Verification of MTTS

4.1 The general specification approach

The specification of the MTTS application is based on its informal documen-
tation, sometimes embedded in the code as comments, and on our discussions
with Novabase’s engineers. After our discussions with Novabase’s engineers took
place, we wrote a technical report describing the architecture of the MTTS ap-
plication [1]. The report was then validated by Novabase.

Since Plural performs a modular analysis of programs, we commenced writ-
ing specifications, starting from the most basic classes of the MTTS, e.g. classes
that are inherited from or are used by other classes. Since the specification of
more complex classes depends on the specification of the most basic ones, we
provided basic classes with a sufficiently detailed specification. We specified the
basic packages mtts-api and il first and specified package server last. Because
Plural does not include a specification for Java standard classes, e.g. List and
Map, we wrote specifications for these Java classes as well. We also wrote speci-
fications for Java classes related with database interaction, e.g. Connection and
DriverManager. In the following, we present and discuss some of the specifica-
tions of the three main packages of the MTTS and discuss miscellaneous aspects
of the specification and verification of the MTTS application with Plural.

4.2 Miscellaneous Aspects of the Specification of the MTTS

Processing Tasks. Figure 2 presents an excerpt of the specification of class
Task (see Section 2.1). There are some miscellaneous aspects about the spec-
ification of this class that are worthy to mention. Although we would like to
distinguish typestates Ready and Running, their associated invariants are the
same. In Plural, if an object is in state Ready, then “data” is different than
null. However, the opposite direction is not necessarily true. If one wished to
fully distinguish these two typestates then one could add conditions “isready”
and “! isready” to their respective invariants. But then one would need to mod-
ify the source code of class Task by creating a boolean variable “ready” and to



keep track of the value of this variable through the code of class Task. This is
error-prone and we further wanted to keep the source code of the MTTS intact
as much as possible.

The specification of class Task ensures that a task cannot be execute twice.
Only the class constructor leaves a task in state Created. Only method “set-
Data” transitions a task from Created to Ready. And a task needs to be in
state Ready to be executed. The specification also ensures that “setData” must
be called before “execute()”.

Mutual Exclusion. Method “acquire()” acquires a lock and method “re-
lease()” gives the lock up. Method “acquire()” is the only class method that
transitions into typestate Acq, and method “release()” is the only class method
that takes an object from typestate Acq into typestate FStat. These methods
are defined in class IMutex. Mutual exclusion to a critical section is ensured by
enclosing the code of the critical section between a call to method “acquire()”
and a call to method “release()”. Hence, two different threads cannot execute
a critical section simultaneously. If a first thread acquires a lock by successfully
completing a call to “acquire()”, a second thread can only acquire the lock after
the first thread has released it.

@Full ( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘FStat’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘Acq’’ )
public abstract void acqu i r e ( ) { }

@Full ( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘Acq’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘FStat’’ )
public abstract void r e l e a s e ( ) { }

An object of type ExecutionThread (see below) is in state FullMutex if it
has Full access permission to field “mutex” of type IMutex. Hence, mutual exclu-
sion to a certain code (e.g. method “doErrorRecovery”) is attained by enclosing
it between a call to “mutex.acquire()” and a call to “mutex.release()”.

@ClassStates ({
@State (name= ‘ ‘FullMutex’’ , inv= ‘ ‘Full (mutex ) in FStat’’ ) ,

})
class ExecutionThread extends Thread {
private IMutex mutex ;

@Perm( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘FullMutex’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘FullMutex’’ )
private void doErrorRecovery ( Exception e ) {

try { mutex . acqu i r e ( ) ; . . . }
f ina l ly { . . . mutex . r e l e a s e ( ) ; }

}
}

Absence of Deadlocks. The Plural specification provided to methods “ac-
quire()” and “release()” ensures that if a thread has acquired a lock, then the
thread needs to release the lock before another thread can acquire the lock. This
is a source for deadlocks: one needs to check that an acquired lock is eventually
released. Plural does not provide support to reachability analysis so we did not
prove the absence of deadlocks in general, but only in particular settings, e.g. by



direct code inspection. As an example of this, the code of method “doErrorRecov-
ery” in class “ExecutionThread” below is enclosed between a call to “acquire()”
and a call to “release()”. This was often the case for methods in class “Execu-
tionThread”. Method “doErrorRecovery” uses a Java try-catch-finally statement
to ensure that the “release()” method is always finally called regardless of the
method termination status (normal or exceptional). Plural analysers take the
semantics of the try-catch-finally Java statement into account.

Destroying a Non-Released Lock. Method destroy(IMutex m) in class Mu-
texManager removes a mutex from the list of mutexes. However, destroying
(removing) a mutex can lead the system to a deadlock (or to a state that might
enable some abnormal behaviour) as the thread that acquired the lock will never
be able to release the lock and so threads waiting for the thread to release the
lock will await forever. To ensure that a mutex is not destroyed before it is first
released, we added the specification Full(#0) in NotAcq to the “requires” part
of method “destroy” (“#0” refers to the first parameter of the method, i.e. m).
Therefore, Plural will generate an error for any code that calls method “destroy”
with a mutex object “m” in a state other than NotAcq.

Reentrant Mutexes. According to the implementation and the documenta-
tion of the MTTS, although two different threads cannot acquire the same lock,
a single thread can acquire the same lock several times. Class IMutexImp im-
plements interface IMutex. It declares a thread field “o” that keeps track of the
thread that owns the lock, and an integer variable “nesting” that keeps track of
the number of times the owner thread has acquired the lock. From the imple-
mentation of class IMutexImp, it appears evident that “nesting” is 0 whenever
object “o” is null (a class invariant property). We define a typestate NestAcq
(acquired several times by the same thread) related to the invariant “o != null *
nesting > 1” and use this typestate in the specification of all the methods of the
class, e.g. “acquire()” and “release()”. However, Plural does not provide support
to integer arithmetic. We then thought of modifying the code of class IMutexImp
to declare and use a boolean variable “nested” to be true whenever “nesting”
is greater than 1, and modifying the invariant associated to the typestate Nes-
tAcq to be “o != null * nested==true”. This approach however is error-prone:
it requires us to set “nested” accordingly all through class IMutexImp whose
code is large.

An additional problem related to the specification of reentrant mutexes has
to do with the analysis performed by Plural. We describe this problem with the
aid of the specification of the method “release()” below. This method requires
the receiver object to be in state NestAcq that means“nested” !=false. This
indicates that if-statement in method “release()” can never be executed, and
hence the receiver object remains in the state NestAcq. However, the Plural tool
issues a warning saying that it cannot establish the post-typestate specification.
This proves another limitation of the analysis performed by Plural. To determine
that the if-statement is never executed, it is necessary to analyse the invariant
property associated with the definition of the NestAcq typestate. The actual



implementation of Plural does not perform such data-flow analysis. Due to all
these limitations in the analysis performed by Plural, the actual specification for
class IMutexImp does not introduce a NestAcq typestate.

@Full ( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘NestAcq’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘NestAcq’’ )
public void r e l e a s e ( ) {

i f ( o != null && nested==fa l se ) { . . . }
}

Plural and Good Programming Practices. Class ExecutionThread declares
a boolean variable “terminate” that is used to determine whether the thread has
finished its execution or not. The variable is not explicitly initialised in its dec-
laration, yet according to the Java specification language its default value is
false. Typestate ThreadCreated represents the state in which a thread has
just been created. The constructor of class ExecutionThread does not set vari-
able “terminate”. Despite the fact that the initial value of variable “terminate”
is false, Plural issues an error for the execution of the constructor of class Ex-
ecutionThread. This error states that the object cannot be packed to typestate
ThreadCreated.

Although this shows a bug in the Plural tool, we report it as a programming
bad practice. Programmers should explicitly initialise variables to their intended
value, thus avoiding relying on the underlying compiler or on external tools, e.g.
external typestate analysers like Plural. In this sense, Plural can be used to
enforce initialisation of class variables.

@ClassStates ({
@State (name= ‘ ‘ThreadCreated’’ , inv= ‘ ‘ terminate==fa l se ’’ ) ,
. . .

})
class ExecutionThread extends Thread {
private boolean terminate ;
. . .

@Perm ( ensure s = ‘ ‘Unique( this ) in ‘ ‘ThreadCreated")
ExecutionThread (...) { ... }
...

}

Specification of Standard Libraries. The MTTS stores tasks and related
information into a database. The DBConnection class of MTTS implements
the basic features that support communication with databases. Plural does not
furnish specification of standard Java classes such as Connection and Driver-
Manager, so we needed to write specifications for these classes as well. The
specification of these classes allowed us to prove that the MTTS adheres to gen-
eral protocols of database interaction. For instance, we proved that a connection
is always open whenever database operations such as fetching a task from the
database and updating task information stored in the database are taking place.

Abstract class MttsConnection below presents part of the specification we
wrote for class MttsConnection. Class MttsConnection defines a root typestate
Connection with two sub-typestates OpenConnection and ClosedConnec-
tion, modelling an open and closed database connection respectively. According



to the Java specification language, method “open()” can be called on an object
that is in state OpenConnection, and “close()” can be called on an object that
is in state ClosedConnection. The specification of other standard libraries was
conducted in a similar way. They were all specified in Java abstract classes.

@Refine({
@States (dim= ‘ ‘Connection’’ ,

va lue ={ ‘ ‘OpenConnection’’ , ‘ ‘ClosedConnection’’})
})
public abstract class MttsConnection {

@Perm( ensure s = ‘ ‘Unique( this ) in OpenConnection’’ )
MttsConnection ( ) { }

@Full ( va lue = ‘ ‘Connection’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘OpenConnection’’ )
public abstract void open ( ) throws java . s q l . SQLException ;

@Full ( va lue = ‘ ‘Connection’’ , ensure s = ‘ ‘ClosedConnection’’ )
public abstract void c l o s e ( ) throws java . s q l . SQLException ;

}

Checking for Non-Nullness. One of the most common properties to verify
is the one restricting values to be different than null. For instance, method
“setName” (see below) in class “MttsTaskDataX” restricts parameter “name”
to be different than null. This parameter is used to set the internal name of the
underlying task. Plural issues an error for any call to method “setName” with a
parameter that cannot be proved to be different than null.

@Perm( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘#0 != null ’’ )
public void setName ( St r ing name) { . . . }

Starting and Shutting Down the MTTS Server. Class MttsServer is
the main class of the MTTS application. It implements methods “start()” and
“stop()” to start and to shutdown the server. It declares three variables “Op-
ControlRemote”, “TaskRegistrationRemote” and “queueManager” to manage
the three major features of the server: control of remote operations, task regis-
tration, and the queue manager, respectively.

We wanted to check some design consistency aspects of the server, e.g. the
server is in its starting state ServerStart if and only if its three components are
in their starting states TStart, CStart and QStart respectively. Similarly, we
wanted to prove that the MTTS server is in state TShutdown if and only its
three components are in their respective shutdown states TShutdown, CShut-
down and QShutdown. Although, the implementation of method “start()”
verified the definition of typestate ServerStart, the implementation of method
“stop()” did not verify the definition of typestate ServerShutdown. Method
“stop()” does not shutdown all its components but only the “queueManager”.

We report this as a flaw in the design of the MTTS server application. Due
to the size of the MttsServer class and all the classes it uses, discovering this
design flaw would not be possible through direct code inspection.



@ClassStates ({
@State (name= ‘ ‘ServerStart ’’ ,

inv= ‘ ‘Full ( queueManager ) in QStart ∗
Full (OpControlRemote ) in CStart ∗
Full ( TaskRegistrationRemote ) in TStart’’ ) ,

@State (name= ‘ ‘ServerShutdown’’ ,
inv= ‘ ‘Full ( queueManager ) in QShutdown

Full (OpControlRemote ) in CShutdown ∗
Full ( TaskRegistrationRemote ) in TShutdown) ’’})

class MttsServer {
private OpControl OpControlRemote ;
private TaskReg i s t rat ion TaskRegistrationRemote ;
private QueueManager queueManager ;

@Perm( ensure s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in ServerStart ’’ )
public void s t a r t ( ) throws MttsException { . . . }

@Perm( r e qu i r e s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in ServerStart ’’ ,
ensure s = ‘ ‘Full ( this ) in ServerShutdown’’ )

public void stop ( ) throws MttsException {
queueManager . shutdown ( ) ;
}
. . .

}

4.3 Discussion on the Limitations of Plural

We verified significant properties of the MTTS application ranging from simple
non-null properties to absence of deadlocks and mutual exclusion to a critical
section. Our experience dictates that Plural is a practical tool that can effectively
be used to verify complex system properties that are harder to verify using other
automated approaches. We also used Plural to check design decision in the imple-
mentation of the MTTS. We consider that the specification we have written can
be used to enhance the quality of the implementation of the MTTS application.
The mere exercise of writing abstractions (typestates) for an application forced
us to fully understand and evaluate the MTTS application. The incompleteness
of the written specifications are mainly due to the incompleteness of the analysis
performed by Plural.

In the following, we summarise Plural limitations. Some of these limitations
have already been discussed in previous sections.

– The Plural tool does not provide support to the analysis of programs with
loops. For instance, method “run()” in class ExecutionThread loops while
no termination request has not been placed - “while(! terminate){...}”. To
check method “run()”, we modified it so that it loops once at the most -
“if(! terminate){ ... }”. The if-statement abstracts the while-loop statement.
This abstraction is a source of incompleteness in the analysis we performed of
the MTTS application. Nonetheless, abstracting loops as conditional state-
ments is often a decision made in the implementation of formal methods
tools, e.g. the ESC/Java tool [7] implements a similar approach to deal with
loops.

– Plural does not provide support to integer arithmetic. So, one cannot define
invariants that use integer variables. Plural provides support to the analysis



of boolean expressions that check equality or non-equality of references, or
to boolean expressions that check (non-) nullness of references.
In the implementation of the MTTS, class IMutexImp implements a mutex
algorithm that is used to synchronise threads. Mutexes can be acquired or
released. Thus, if a thread acquires a lock then no other thread can acquire
the same lock. A thread can acquire a lock several times. So, it must release
the lock the same number of times it acquired it for any other thread to
(eventually) be able to acquire the lock. However, in Plural it is not possible
to define a typestate that describes the situation when a thread has acquired
a lock several times as this will require the invariant related to the typestate
to rely on an integer arithmetic expression “nesting > 1”.

– Plural does not implement a strong specification typechecker, so program-
mers can unconsciously write specifications that include misspelled (nonex-
istent) typestates, and the Plural analysers can unconsciously use the mis-
spelled typestate in their analysis. Plural does not issue any error on a spec-
ification that uses a nonexistent typestate.

– Plural does not provide support to reachability analysis. If a thread object
is in state Acq, will the object ever be in state NotAcq? Plural does not
provide support to reachability analysis. Nonetheless, in practice, for small
classes, one can inspect the code and trace how states evolve. For large classes
and large pieces of code this becomes impossible.

– Method “execute()” in Figure 2 transitions a task object from typestate
Ready to typestate Running, and thereafter to typestate Finished. These
two transitions occur both within method “execute()”. Typestate Ready is
required by method “execute()” and typestate Finished is produced by
method “execute()”. Running is an intermediate typestate for which the
specification of method “execute()” does not provide any information. Not
being able to reason about intermediate program states is a limitation of the
analysis performed by the Plural tool. The information about intermediate
states can be used by programmers (and tools) to assert certain facts that
otherwise cannot be asserted. For instance, in the verification of the MTTS,
we could not specify the property stating that a running task cannot be
deleted.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The MTTS is a relatively large size commercial application that implements
a server with a thread pool that runs processing tasks. The specification and
verification of the MTTS was a challenging and laborious task. The authors spent
about six months writing the specifications and verifying the MTTS application
with Plural. We specified and verified forty nine Java classes with 14451 lines
of Java code and 546 lines of program specifications written in Plural. The
automation of the analyses performed by the Plural tool ranges from a couple
of milliseconds for the verification of small classes to a couple of minutes for the
verification of large classes, e.g. the server class. The first author had previous



experience in the specification and verification of Java applications using JML
but did not have any previous experience with Plural. The second author had no
previous experience in the use of formal methods tools. The code of the MTTS
was not originally documented so we needed to write its documentation prior to
its specification and verification. We kept the code of the MTTS unchanged as
much as possible and tried to keep the semantics of the code intact whenever we
introduced any changes to it.

This is the first case study on the use of Plural for the verification of a
commercial large sized application. Some of the limitations of Plural (see dis-
cussion in Section 4.3 for a full list) hampered our specification and verification
work. Nonetheless, we managed to specify and verify important design proper-
ties backing the implementation of the MTTS application. The written typestate
specifications can further be used to generate a collection of documents describ-
ing the behaviour of the MTTS, which can be used for the quality assurance
team of Novabase for different purposes.

We are currently working on the implementation of some features to over-
come some of these limitations. The two authors and Radu Siminiceanu, at the
National Institute of Aerospace in Virginia, are currently working on a formal
methods based approach to the verification of Plural and Æminium specifica-
tions. Hence, specifications are translated into an abstract state-machine that
captures all possible behaviour of the specifications, and the EVMDD (Edge-
Valued MDD) symbolic model-checker [15] is used to check the specifications.
Furthermore, we are working on a Petri net inspired semantics to represent ac-
cess permissions. The translation is carried out for specifications alone, regardless
of the program source code. This ongoing work enables reachability analysis of
Plural specifications and the checking for absence of misspelled specifications.

Writing program specifications for medium sized or large applications is a
laborious and sometimes complex task. To help programmers write Plural spec-
ifications, we are currently working on a prototype tool that infers likely access
permissions automatically. Roughly speaking, we analyse a Java program and
store in a graph the information on how program objects are read or written.
The graph is stored as an XML file, which is then used to generate the access
permissions. We are currently working on the implementation of the prototype
tool as an Eclipse plug-in.
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